
Introducing the … 

MOJO SPRAY REMOTE 
 
The MOJO Spray Remote is a Radio Frequency remote 
control device designed and engineered to allow you to control 
your sprayer boom while away from the controls. This allows 
you to perform pre-spray inspections, tip cleaning and repair 
without having to return to the controls. We now offer 2 
models for your convenience. The original MOJO controls up 
to 4 boom sections and the new MOJO MAX can control up to 
8 boom sections. 
 
The brain child of two farmers, the remote was designed and 
built by a 22 year auto technician veteran. The remote will 
allow individual control of separate boom control ball or 
solenoid type valves. This saves time and money by allowing 
the operator to control the valves from the ground, at the boom, 
to clean tips or inspect operation.  
 
Our research has found pre-spray inspection on a 60 ft. boom 
uses up to 10 gallon of product JUST DOING A WALK 
AROUND. The MOJO Spray Remote does the same inspection 
using less than 1 gallon. How many times have you cleaned a 
tip, return to the controls and turn it on only to find it is still 
plugged? The MOJO allows you to check it right then and 
there at the tip.  Saves time, money and eliminates those ugly 
dead spots in our fields. 
 
The MOJO is easy to install, easier to use and works with most 
control systems and spray monitors.  It is a great time saving 
idea and only $74.95 plus S&H for the original MOJO and 
$120.95 plus S&H for the new MOJO MAX system.  
 



 For more information or to place an order, please  
Contact DeWayne Jones 
      260-375-6442 
      djones@citznet.com 
 
 
The compact size of the MOJO unit allows for versatility in 
mounting and long 18” wire leads make installation a snap.  
 
 
Do you have your MOJO working? 
These farmers do. 
“I just love my MOJO; I think it is just one of the neatest 
gadgets out there.” Sm. Warren, Indiana 
 
 


